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WELCOME BIKERS!

Open Daily 11am-2am · 829-9336

124 Charlotte St. • St. Augustine

www.tradewindslounge.com
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 Matisyahu’s genre-blending music has garnered a steady following since he began touring in 
2004. His unique sound defi es categorization, combining Jewish-themed reggae, rap, punk rock, and 
hip-hop. He performs locally at the Ponte Vedra Concert Hall on August 23, 2011 at 7:30 pm, accom-
panied by the band, Dub Trio, whose style also crosses musical boundaries by mixing dub effects 
with rock, punk, heavy metal, and electronic. Recently, Matisyahu took time out from a busy touring 
schedule to talk about what inspires him.
 Matisyahu, now age 32, says audiences have supported his music throughout his life. “From the 
time I was a kid, I was always performing in choruses and shows and things like that. I always felt I 
was getting a strong reaction.” These positive reactions continued after his family moved to Oregon 
when the musician was 18 years old. He began to build a following there by performing in coffee 
shops and at open mic nights.
 Success followed soon after signing his fi rst record deal in 2004. In 2006, the song ‘King 
Without a Crown’ and the album, Youth, broke into the Billboard charts. Another hit ‘One Day,’ was 
featured by NBC in a 2009 advertisement for the Winter Olympics. 
 Several aspects of Matisyahu’s music connect with people. He says, “I don’t necessarily think 
there’s one thing that makes it special. It’s unique in a lot of different elements.” 
 He claims ideas for his lyrics come from multiple places, but points to a collection of daily me-
diations on his website as a primary source. “If you click on my website and look into those over the 
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past couple of weeks, you can see really where a lot of the inspiration for my lyrics comes from.” The 
text of the meditations are credited to Ephraim Rosenstein, who, according to the website, practices 
psychotherapy in Jerusalem and New York. “Every day we put out another idea, basically, and some 
of our discussions and our questions,” says Matisyahu.

 Inspiration for Matisyahu’s sound comes from the music itself, he said, and from musicians and 
producers he performs with. “When I hear the music, it has to have some effect on me for me to per-
form.” 
  “And now,” says Matisyahu “the music that’s inspiring me the most is the band that I’m playing 
with when you see me.” Dub Trio “has really tapped into something with me.”
 For his live shows Matisyahu and Dub Trio have reworked some of his songs “to the taste that 
I have now versus what I might have had fi ve or six years ago. “ Examples include ‘Ancient Lullaby’ 
and ‘Indestructible.’ The changes to other songs like ‘Warrior,’ are subtler. “It’s a subtle difference in 
the feel, the way the music is played. And that subtle difference may have a drastic impact.”

“I don’t necessarily think there’s one thing
that makes it special. It’s unique in a lot of

different elements.”


